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Zentrale Prüfungen 2017 – Englisch 
Anforderungen für den Mittleren Schulabschluss (Abendrealschule) 

Die Bearbeitungszeit beträgt 40 Minuten für den ersten Prüfungsteil und 80 Minuten für  
den zweiten Prüfungsteil. Insgesamt 10 Minuten Bonuszeit können individuell im ersten  

und/oder zweiten Prüfungsteil in Anspruch genommen werden. 

Erster Prüfungsteil: Hörverstehen – Leseverstehen  

1 Hörverstehen – Teil 1 

Born a crime  

In her programme “Line-up”, Emma Brown from SABC radio talks to people from the South African 
cultural scene. Today’s guest is a famous South African person who talks about his latest work and life.  
 

 First read the tasks. 
 Then listen to the interview. 
 While you are listening, tick the correct box or write down the information needed. 
 At the end you will hear the interview again. 
 Now read the tasks. You have 90 seconds to do this. 

 

 Now listen to the interview and do the tasks. 

 
 
 
1. Fill in Trevor’s profile card.  
 

name:   _____Trevor Noah _________________ 
 
 

father’s nationality: 
 
 
mother’s nationality: ____South African_____________ 

 
 
 
2. When Trevor was young, his father … 

 a)    always kept close to his son. 

 b)    couldn’t walk next to Trevor. 

 c)    walked hand in hand with his wife. 
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3. Trevor’s show is … 

 a)    a comedy show. 

 b)    a historical broadcast. 

 c)    a political documentary. 

 
 
4. In his show Trevor uses language flexibly thanks to his multicultural _____________________. 

 
 
5. Meeting “underground” meant … 

 a)    organising political protests.  

 b)    meeting at subway stations. 

 c)    having secret multiracial parties. 

 
 
6. Trevor’s mother stayed in South Africa … 

 a)    as an act of protest.  

 b)    as a favour to Trevor.  

 c)    as a result of social pressure. 

 
 
7. Trevor experienced Apartheid as something … 

 a)    never-ending.  

 b)    unique in history. 

 c)    that stopped gradually. 

 
 
8. Most African people feel united. Give one reason. 

 _____________________________________________________________________________  

 
9. Trevor changes his programme in order to … 

 a)    spread national stereotypes.  

 b)    satisfy political expectations. 

 c)    react to what people already know. 
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2 Hörverstehen – Teil 2 

Nelson Mandela and Robben Island 

There are a number of popular tourist tours that help visitors to South Africa to discover the wonderful 
country and its history. You are going to hear an audioguide about Nelson Mandela and the time he 
spent in prison on Robben Island.  
 

 First read the tasks. 
 Then listen to the audioguide. 
 While you are listening, tick the correct box or write down the information needed. 
 At the end you will hear the audioguide again. 
 Now read the tasks. You have 90 seconds to do this. 

 

 Now listen to the audioguide and do the tasks. 

 
 
 
1. In the 1950s black South Africans …  

 a)    rebelled against inequality. 

 b)    fought against the ANC. 

 c)    were thrown into prison on Robben Island. 

 
 
 
2. In 1960, the police ended protests. How? 

 ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
3. When Mandela went to prison he was … 

 a)    27 years old. 

 b)    little known by people. 

 c)    told he would never leave again. 

 
 
 
4. On Robben Island prisoners could … 

 a)    receive visits only once a year. 

 b)    lose certain rights as punishment. 

 c)    not communicate with the outside world. 
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5. Every day in prison, Mandela … 

 a)    had to do hard physical work. 

 b)    wrote down his story for a book. 

 c)    suffered from terrible back pains. 

 
 
 
6. In his autobiography Mandela said that there were many ________________ moments in prison.  

 
 
 
7. Worldwide criticism led to … 

 a)    the end of racist politics. 

 b)    fair conditions for people in jail. 

 c)    successful peaceful protests. 

 
 
 
8. February 11th 1990 is a historic date because … 

 a)    Mandela became president.  

 b)    non-racial elections took place. 

 c)    Mandela finally became free again. 

 
 
 
9. In Mandela’s first presidential statement he … 

 a)    named racist politicians. 

 b)    asked black people for forgiveness. 

 c)    wished for the end of racial discrimination. 
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3 Leseverstehen 

Yoza Excites African Teenagers to Love Reading  

We’ve all heard the hype about eReaders bringing digital books to the masses. But often those “masses” 
are consumers in Europe or America. So what about countries like South Africa? And specifically 
teenagers who have yet to find pleasure or leisure in reading? Books will not be the answer. There is 
a growing awareness that a lack of books has a bad influence on reading competence in South Africa. 
Books are unavailable and expensive for most South Africans. Statistics show that 51% of households in 5 

South Africa do not own a single leisure book, while an elite 6% of households own 40 books or more. 
Only 7% of schools have functioning libraries. 

What South Africa’s teens do have access to are cellphones. 90% of teenagers in the cities have their 
own cellphone. Steve Vosloo, founder of Yoza says: “For the near future the cellphone, not the 
Kindle or iPad, is the eReader of Africa. Yoza aims at getting Africa’s teens reading and writing.” 10 

In 2009, Steve started the m4Lit project to see if teenagers in South Africa would read stories on 
their cellphones. m4Lit published a story called Kontax in September last year1 and added another 
Kontax story in May 2010, both published in the country’s official languages English and isiXhosa2. 
The two stories have been read over 34,000 times, over 4,000 entries have been received in the writing 
competitions, and over 4,000 comments have been left by readers on individual chapters.  15 

Encouraged by the success of the stories and by these reader demands, the Shuttleworth Foundation 
decided to bring Yoza on the market, to get young people reading and writing. Yoza stories are aimed at 
teenagers and inspire them to enjoy well-written stories by good authors. These stories are written in 
normal language, with SMS language only used when a character is writing or reading text messages. 
Also included is Macbeth3, one of the works South African teenagers have to read in school. 20 

There is no charge for the actual stories, but users do pay their mobile network operator for mobile 
data traffic. There are only few images to keep the mobile data charges low. So Yoza stories are a 
very affordable option for great reading material for teens. 

Yoza Classics is a section of its own. School-prescribed work like Macbeth is one of the first titles 
selected for Yoza Classics. The idea is not necessarily that teens will read the whole of Macbeth on 25 

their cellphones, but if they have to read Act 1; Scene 1 for homework and they don’t have a textbook, 
then they can do so on their phones.  

Over the next six months the plan for Yoza is to expand this library of cellphone stories of multiple 
genres that are available to teens not only in South Africa, but throughout Africa. Kontax has already 
been published in Kenya through MXit4. Competitions with great prizes attract readers to take part 30 

in the interactive questions at the end of chapters, keeping readers interested and coming back for more. 

Until now, story languages include English and isiXhosa, an Afrikaans5 story is being written, and 
ideally stories in all of the South African languages will be published on Yoza. The Shuttleworth 
Foundation encourages the public to get involved and translate the stories into local languages – if 
you translate it we’ll gladly publish it. 35 

                                                      
1 the story was published in 2009 
2 isiXhosa – one of the official languages in South Africa; isiXhosa is spoken by about 7.5 million people in South Africa 
3 Macbeth – a very famous drama by the English poet William Shakespeare 
4   MXit – a South African created mobile social network 
5  Afrikaans – one of the official languages in South Africa 
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Yoza Excites African Teenagers to Love Reading  

 Tick the correct box and give evidence from the text. 
 
 
1. A survey has shown that … 

 a)    reading skills of South African teenagers are improving.  

 b)    the majority of South Africans cannot afford to buy books.  

 c)    South Africans regularly borrow books from public institutions. 

 Evidence from the text: 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
2. To promote teenage reading in South Africa the solution is … 

 a)    e-books. 

 b)    tablet PCs.  

 c)    mobile phones. 

 Evidence from the text: 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
3. Kontax is a success because it … 

 a)    encouraged participation.  

 b)    led to several continuations.  

 c)    reached readers from a minority language. 

 Evidence from the text: 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
4. Yoza is the name of the … 

 a)    reading initiative. 

 b)    developing company.  

 c)    technical device used. 

 Evidence from the text: 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 
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5. Yoza texts … 

 a)    focus on new authors.  

 b)    cover necessary books for school. 

 c)    use difficult language to challenge teenagers. 

 Evidence from the text: 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
6. Reading Yoza texts is inexpensive. 

 This statement is …   true   false 

 Evidence from the text: 

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

7. Yoza Classics intends to make teenagers enjoy high literature at full length. 

 This statement is …   true   false 

 Evidence from the text: 

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
8. The inventors of Yoza want to interest teenage readers through extra challenges. 

 This statement is …   true   false 

 Evidence from the text: 

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
9. Yoza wants to support multilingualism on the African continent. 

 This statement is …   true   false 

 Evidence from the text: 

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Zweiter Prüfungsteil: Wortschatz – Schreiben 

“Papers” 

4 Wortschatz  

Apartheid laws 

During Apartheid, black South Africans had to respect a number of unjust and discriminating racial 
rules. The following text is taken from a poster displaying Apartheid laws. 
 

 Fill in suitable words or tick the correct box.  

 
 
All Africans must respect the following laws.  
 
 
1. Anyone who ____________________ these laws will be imprisoned or fined: 

 
 
 
2. All Africans over the age of 16 must have a passport. If a policeman wants to see it, they must 

_____________________________ it. 

 
 
 
3. Under no circumstances may ___________________________________ pay Africans the same 

money as white persons even if they do the same work and work the same hours. 

 
 
 
4. No African may go on strike for any … 

 a)    trouble b)    ground c)    reason d)    fight 

 whatsoever. 

 
 
 
5. Any African who takes a job outside his town, even if he has lived there for 20 years, must 

___________________________ that town within 72 hours. They may not come back. 

 
 
 
6. A white person and a non-white person may not drink a cup of tea in the same café unless they 

have a special __________________________________ to do so. 
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 7. No white person may have … 

 a)    relatives b)    relations c)    combinations d)    links 

 with African, Coloured or Indian persons. And vice versa. 

 
 
 
 8. No African may ______________________________________ a birthday party if the number 

of people could make the meeting unwanted by the government.  

 
 
 
 9. An African in an urban area who is out of work must take work offered to him by the Bantu 

Affairs commissioner or he will be … 

 a)    separated  b)    cut out c)    removed d)    taken off 

 from the area. 

 
 
 
 10. No African may _______________________________ land or own property, anywhere in the 

Republic. All territory belongs to whites only. 

 
 
 
 11. Under no circumstances may a non-white person use … 

 a)    services  b)    suggestions c)    skills d)    shifts 

 that are for the use of white persons.  

 
 
 
12.  No white man may _______________________________________ African servants to read. 

Education is for whites only.  

 
 
 
By order of the South African Ministry of Justice. 
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Papers  

extract from The white giraffe by Lauren St. John 

After her parents’ tragic death, Martine has to move from England to South-Africa (after Apartheid) to 
live on the farm of her grandmother Grace. One day she is talking to Tendai, her grandmother’s black 
South-African employee and faithful friend. 
 
‘Tendai, can I ask you a question?’ Martine asked. 

‘Yebo1.’ 

‘How did you get the scar on your face?’ 

‘It was a long time ago, little one. Too long ago to be important.’ 

Martine could tell that he didn’t want to talk about it, but curiosity got the better of her. ‘Did an 5 

animal attack you, or did you get into a fight?’ 

Tendai unbuttoned his khaki shirt and Martine clapped a hand to her mouth. His back and broad 

chest were crisscrossed with fifty or sixty thick, raised scars. It was as if someone or something had 

tried to cut him into a million pieces. 

‘What animal would do this?’ he said bitterly. ‘No, little one, animals might scratch you, or bite you, 10 

or even rip you apart in hunger or in fear, but only a man can crush you inside, in your heart, for no 

reason other than the colour of your skin.’ 

Martine swallowed. 

Tendai had a faraway expression on his face. When he began to talk, it was as if he was seeing 

something that had happened in another land, in another lifetime. He had been twelve years old 15 

when his parents had moved from a peaceful village in the Drakensberg Mountains to the notorious2 

township of Soweto, near Johannesburg, in search of work. 

‘For many years,’ Tendai recalled, ‘it was as if the devil himself had moved to Soweto and turned it 

into hell. But it was a hell just for black people.’  

‘Please, Tendai,’ she said, ‘I want to know.’ 20 

In spite of the hardship of life in Soweto, Tendai considered himself luckier than most. When he was 

seventeen, he managed to get a job as a clerk at a railway station. There was only one problem. Every 

day he walked five miles to work and almost every day he was stopped by the police wanting to check 

his papers. At that time it was illegal for a non-white – a man of colour – to go anywhere without 

identification. 25 

‘One policeman in particular, it was as if he hated me without even knowing me. Sometimes I felt 

that he was just waiting to catch me out.’ 

                                                      
1  Yebo – the English word for ‘yes’ in isiZulu, one of the official languages in South Africa 
2  notorious – well known for being bad 
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Martine realized she was trembling3. ‘And did he?’ 

Tendai nodded. ‘He caught me without my papers. This policeman began to strike me with his baton4 

and shout at me for having no identification. When I reminded him that he had checked it many times 30 

before, he called me names. Then he tore my shirt. I had kept my temper5 all this time, but when he 

tore my shirt – without it, I couldn’t go to my job – I’m sorry to say I punched him as hard as I could.’ 

After that, Tendai remembered very little. When he regained consciousness, he was in a prison 

hospital. When he was released from jail nine months later, he found that his parents had been taken 

away by the authorities. He never saw them again. At eighteen he was a broken man, living rough 35 

on the streets of Johannesburg. 

‘It was your grandmother Grace who taught me that the best revenge is forgiveness,’ Tendai said. 

‘Sometimes the thing that hurts your enemies most is to see that you are not like them. Grace 

introduced me to your grandfather, who changed my life. He believed in a South Africa where men 

of all colours are equal. Not everybody does.’ 40 

‘Why not?’ asked Martine. ‘I don’t know, little one,’ Tendai said tiredly. ‘I just don’t know.’ 

                                                      
3  trembling – shaking 
4  baton – stick normally used by the police to protect themselves  
5  to keep one’s temper – to control one’s emotions 
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5 Schreiben 

 Read the tasks carefully. 
 Make sure to write about all the aspects presented in each task.

 
 
1. Describe what we get to know about Tendai’s past and the changes in his attitude. 

(8 Punkte) 
 
 
2. Explain how the narrator creates an atmosphere of nervous excitement and sympathy1, and how 

Martine’s reaction and behaviour reflect this.   

(10 Punkte) 
 
 
3. You have a choice here. Choose one of the following tasks.  
 
 a) In the text Tendai says that “the best revenge is forgiveness”. 

  Discuss this attitude towards life. 

(12 Punkte) 
or 
 

 b) Tendai’s story makes Martine think hard about the Apartheid regime and discrimination laws. 

She decides to write an article for the school magazine. 

Write Martine’s article. 

Include Martine’s … 

 opinion on Apartheid from her personal experience 

 thoughts on the consequences of Apartheid for South Africa’s black population 

 thoughts on similar injustices today 

 appeal to young people 

(12 Punkte) 

                                                      
1  sympathy – the feeling of being sorry for someone 
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